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From the Editor
It’s been another tragic start to the year in
Victoria with a man dying while trying to
install a powerpoint.
The 39-year-old was unlicensed and working
on a do-it-yourself job at home when
he inadvertently came into contact with a live
wire.
This tragic incident has shattered the man’s
young family, his community and friends.
The response to this issue on our Facebook
page has been unprecedented with our post
reaching more than 320,000 people in less than
a week.
Many people tagged friends to point out the
dangers of DIY, and one person even commented:
“So it really does happen”. Yes, it does. Three
Victorian families in the past 18 months are now
without loved ones due to DIY disasters.
In response to the tragedy, we are again
running our DIY=DIE campaign across
metropolitan and regional Victoria to try to get the
message across.
If you’d like to remind someone of the dangers
of DIY, you can order some of our free bumper
stickers through our website and we’ll send them
out.
The Facebook post sparked quite a debate
among some licence holders. There were a few
comments that ESV does not take unlicensed
work seriously enough, but I want to assure
everyone that we take it very seriously and we do
prosecute.
And that’s where we need your help. We
can’t see into everyone’s homes so we need
you to report things to us. You can email us at
complaints@energysafe.vic.gov.au.
Another popular comment was the issue
about stores selling electrical items to the public
without having to show proof of an electrical
licence, and why ESV can’t stop it.
Many people posted the opposing argument
that people should have the choice to be able
to choose their own lights, and that wider
availability of products ultimately makes them
cheaper for all.
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The fact remains that it is not illegal to buy a
powerpoint or a light or electrical cable at a retailer
in Victoria but it is an offence to do the electrical
installation if you aren’t trained, qualified and
licensed.
ESV has no powers under our legislation to
stop the sale of compliant products, but that
doesn’t mean we won’t be doing all we can to
raise awareness about the dangers, and to
ensure that stores selling these products have
adequate signage alerting Victorians to the
regulations.
On a different subject, we launched our
new website in March and I’m pleased to report
that the response from stakeholders has been
overwhelmingly positive.
Apart from an updated look, the site has
moved to functional navigation based on the
reasons people come to the website rather
than whether they are an electrician, gasfitter or
consumer.
We’d love to hear what you think, so please
drop us an email at info@energysafe.vic.gov.au.
And don’t forget to send us an email to order your
free DIY=DIE stickers.
Sharon Rainsbury
sharon.rainsbury@energysafe.vic.gov.au
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news

Apprentice fatalities spark
new education program
By Vanessa Garbett, Compliance Officer
The past 12 months have seen the death of
four electrical workers in Victoria. To date,
this is the worst result for electrical worker
fatalities for any State or Territory in either
Australia or New Zealand.
All the victims were young men in their early
to mid-20s who died while performing relatively
standard electrical work. Three of the four
electrical workers were apprentices.
These numbers are staggering and indicate
the need for additional measures in the industry.
Supervisors must take all necessary precautions
to set an example to those around them, whether
they are:
»» apprentices who need to be trained on how to
work safely
»» young electrical workers who may consider
themselves bulletproof
»» older workers who have established bad
habits.
The difference between an electrical incident,
injury or fatality is usually marginal. This may
include the current path through the body, the
position a person may be standing in, the surfaces
they are in contact with, or merely the luck of the
moment.
ESV is launching a new campaign in an effort
to improve safety outcomes for electrical workers.
Initially, it will target first-year apprentices with a
safety presentation at TAFE and the distribution of
free Lock Out Tag Out (LOTO) Kits and low-voltage
(LV) gloves.
The second phase will involve a safety
presentation targeting employers and supervisors
on effective supervision of apprentices.

Safety lesson: ESV will be providing all first-year apprentices with Lock-Out Tag-Out kits so they can
adopt safe work practices right from the start of their working lives.

Other aspects of the campaign will promote
AS/NZS 4836 - Safe work on or near low-voltage
electrical equipment. If you do not already work to
this Standard, then please do so immediately.
ESV will also be releasing a guidance
document later this year.
These fatalities and other serious electrical
injuries highlight the fact that the industry is not

taking adequate measures to isolate and test, but
relying on short-cuts.
We must change our safety culture in the
electrical industry if we are serious about reducing
the incidents of death and injury.
It may seem like a nuisance to wear LV gloves
while testing, but they may provide adequate
protection from injury or death when working near
live parts.
It may also seem like a nuisance to leave a
roof space or disrupt a working facility to isolate a
circuit, but that is what is required and necessary
to save a life.
Apprentices make every effort to please and
gain acceptance in the industry, and ultimately do
not know any better than what their supervisor or
peer is prepared to teach them.
Supervisors must encourage apprentices to
ask questions and allow them to feel confident to
say “No” if they feel unsafe or are unsure. Teach
and encourage your apprentices to prove the
status of circuits to be worked on for themselves
and to take all adequate precautions.
Collectively, we have a duty of care to our
apprentices and those we may influence. This
includes ensuring they have prosperous futures in
the industry, and go home safely to their families
and loved ones at the end of every day.
Good habits start young: It is important to
remember to always wear gloves when testing.
All those supervising apprentices need to lead by
example and show them the right way to work.
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Home fatality prompts warning
By Sharon Rainsbury, Executive Manager
Media and Communications
ESV has once again reminded Victorians of
the dangers of do-it-yourself electrical work
after a Bentleigh man died in early March
while trying to install a powerpoint.
The man leaves a wife and two young
children.
This tragic incident has struck a chord with
Victorians with our Facebook post on accident
reaching more than 320,000 people in a matter of
days.
The majority of people who shared the post
tagged friends as a reminder not to DIY.
Victoria’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul

Fearon, said electrical work should only ever be
performed by licensed and registered electrical
workers.
“DIY can spell disaster if you try to do your own
electrical work,” Mr Fearon said. “This is a tragedy
for this family. You don’t get a second chance with
electricity.”
Mr Fearon said three Victorians had lost
their lives doing DIY electrical work in the past
18 months and householders should always hire
qualified tradespeople.
“No matter how simple the job may appear,
under no circumstances should unlicensed people
be attempting any electrical work. Don’t allow your
friends or family members to take chances with
their lives.

»»

EMONA AD ??

“Stop them before they start work as DIY can
spell DIE.
“We don’t want any more families experiencing
this kind of loss.”
Victorians hiring an electrical worker should
always ask to see their licence before they start
work and ensure they provide a Certificate of
Electrical Safety at the completion of the job.
A woman in Milgrove is lucky to be alive after
she received a near fatal electric shock due to a
damaged cord on a powerboard.
The exposed wires of the cord came into
contact with a steel laundry sink, making it live.
The woman received the shock when she
touched the sink.
To find out more visit www.esv.vic.gov.au
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Rest in peace
By Sharon Rainsbury, Executive Manager
Media and Communications
ESV has launched a new camping safety
campaign designed to remind Victorians not
to use gas heaters in caravans, tents or cars.
The campaign follows two fatalities and

a number of near misses in recent years from
carbon monoxide poisoning.
The campaign includes an online ad (see
images below), radio ads on Spotify and also
banners on billboards, which are on display on
major roads out of Melbourne to remind those
heading off for long weekends to play it safe.

The campaign was also promoted at
the Victorian Caravan, Camping and Touring
Supershow at the Royal Melbourne Showgrounds
in February. Staff from the Gas Appliance and
Electrical Safety divisions attended, speaking to
visitors about a range of issues, including technical
specifications for caravans.
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Bold
new look
for ESV
website
By Mirna Bukic, ESV Media and
Communications Officer
ESV has launched its long-awaited new
website.
The launch is the culmination of 18 months
of work and is the result of extensive consultation
with stakeholders and staff.
The new site reflects our bold branding and is
dynamic so it will automatically re-size the content
to look fantastic whether you are on a phone,
tablet or laptop.
ESV’s Executive Manager Media and
Communications, Sharon Rainsbury, said the
site was now easier to use with navigation based
on the main functional reasons people visit the
site.
“The results of the research and surveys we
have done over the past few years have informed
the development of the new site,” she said.
“We’ve listened to all the feedback we have
received and improved the functionality in key
areas, including an enhanced search function and
making the content from our technical information
sheets easier to use on mobile devices.
“The first time you visit the homepage, the site
prompts you to identify yourself as one of three
stakeholder categories. This classification is either
electrician, gasfitter or consumer, which allows us
to target the information and key links that each
user type will receive.”
Another new feature of the site is a Find
a tradie function, which makes it easier for
consumers to find and hire licensed and

At your service: the new website aims to cater to your general information needs, technical questions and
licensing queries with ease.

registered contractors in their local area.
RECs must opt-in to be included in the list
as ESV can not use their contact details without
permission. Click HERE for a link to the register.
All the old features are still available on the
website – even though some of them have been
given a makeover.
The link to electrical licensing and COES
through the online services page is now via a new
button called ESVConnect. This will also be the
access point for the GasTrac online application
system, which will be opened up for wider use
by gasfitters now that testing with a pilot group is
nearing completion.
New look, new feel
With a fresh new look, the website also
includes some of ESV’s new branding elements,
and our staff also feature on the home page
showing how they are working to create a safer
state every day in their roles.
Victoria’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul
Fearon, said it was an exciting step forward for
ESV and thanked everyone who had played a

role in the website’s development.
“I’m confident the new site will play a key role
in informing and educating our stakeholders and
the community,” he said. “A big thank you to all our
staff who have worked over many months to bring
this project to fruition, particularly the Marketing
team that has worked tirelessly to ensure such a
great result.”
Additional features
Other key features on the new site include
easier access to safety alerts, tailored news
items, quick links to key areas of interest and a
new online ordering system for ESV merchandise.
See what’s new for yourself today and visit
esv.vic.gov.au.
We hope you love the site as much as we
do.

	
RECs can register for our Find a
tradie listing at esv.vic.gov.au




-
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Transportable
structures
and the
need for
COES
By Bronwyn Hellings, Electrical
Technical Information Officer

Working together: ESV’s Rob Oldfield (right) joined with WorkSafe inspectors to visit building sites in
Geelong and the Great Ocean Rd during the latest Build Aware blitz.

Regulators team up for
safer building sites
WorkSafe inspectors will be focusing on
poor electrical safety standards in a major
campaign to reduce injuries and fatalities
in the Victorian construction sector in the
coming weeks.
Inspectors from WorkSafe and ESV will be
visiting work sites across the state in March and
April looking for evidence of poorly maintained
equipment, workers breaching No Go Zones
around overhead powerlines and other potentially
unsafe work practices.
The blitz follows the recent Build Aware
program in Greater Geelong and the Surf Coast
in which inspectors from ESV, WorkSafe, EPA,
VBA and Consumer Affairs Victoria inspected and
tested building sites in the local area.
While the regulators were largely pleased
with the results of the program, the VBA directed
excavation works cease immediately on two
potentially unsafe sites following inspections in
Lorne.
The regulatory intiative aims to increase
compliance in the construction and demolition
sectors with building, construction, OH&S laws
and regulations, environment and consumer
rights.
VBA Director of Enquiries, Inspections and
Complaints, Murray Smith says the Building Act
states a project must be inspected by a registered
building surveyor at specified times during the
build.
“The VBA’s pro-active inspection team visits
randomly selected building sites to review building
works, making sure they comply with the Building
Act and regulations and approved building
permit.”

Over the past decade, 18 workers have been
electrocuted in Victoria while more than 140 have
received an electric shock serious enough to
require medical treatment or extensive time off
work.
WorkSafe’s Executive Director of Health
and Safety, Marnie Williams, said such tragedies
highlighted why safety could never be taken for
granted.
“The fact families didn’t get to welcome home
their loved one at the end of the day is completely
unacceptable,” Ms Williams said.
“This new campaign is designed to make sure
builders and electrical contractors comply with
their responsibilities to keep their employees safe.”
Inspectors will target and test areas such as:
»» portable electrical equipment
»» residual current devices
»» potential breaches of No Go Zones near
overhead powerlines
»» unidentified live permanent wiring on site
»» inadequate Safe Work Method Statements.
Ms Williams said appropriate supervision of
apprentice electricians would also be a particular
focus.
“Like any young worker, apprentices are often
keen to take on added responsibility but that
should never be allowed without proper training,”
Ms Williams said. “And appropriate supervision is
a must while they are learning their trade.”
Ms Williams said every worker had a role to
play in creating a safe workplace.
“But it is the employer who is responsible for
ensuring that the risks associated with electrical
work are controlled,” she said.
Further information: worksafe.vic.gov.au.

One of the most frequently asked
questions received by the electrical
inquiry hotline is should the
manufacturer of a transportable
structure (such as a site shed) that
is intended to be connected to an
electricity supply by fixed wiring,
be required to issue a Certificate of
Electrical Safety (COES)?
No, the manufacturer is not required
to issue a COES, the manufacturer
is required to install the wiring and
electrical equipment within the
transportable structure in accordance
with AS/NZS 3001:2008.
ESV encourages the manufacturers
of these structures to issue a COES
or other documentation certifying
compliance with the Standard on
completion of the installation of
the electrical equipment within the
transportable structure.
This will ensure the registered
electrical contractor (REC), who
ultimately connects the structure to
an electricity supply, is confident
that the wiring is compliant with the
Standard.
The certification should provide
detailed information to enable
final verification of the wiring and
electrical equipment installed by the
manufacturer.
The installing REC must check
that the transported structure has not
been damaged in transit and is safe to
connect to the electricity supply.
The installing REC will provide
a COES for their work on site, with
reference the original certification from
the manufacturer. This will tie all work to
the final installation.
What if the manufacturer does
not issue a COES or other means of
certification?
If the manufacturer’s certification
is not available to the installing
REC, the installing REC is required
to take responsibility for all the
electrical installation work within the
transportable structure and test t
he completed electrical installation
and certify compliance by issuing a
COES.
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Man lucky to be alive after shock
By Vanessa Garbett, Compliance Officer
ESV recently attended a serious incident at
a warehouse in Scoresby where a registered
electrical contractor (REC) was lucky not to
lose an arm.
The man received severe burns while
attempting to repair a roller door motor. Within 10
minutes of arriving, and before he even had the
chance to carry out any repairs or investigate the
fault, he was taken away in an ambulance .
So what went wrong ?
When I looked at the switchboard (SB) I
couldn’t understand why it hadn’t been isolated.
I indentifed what was labelled as a main switch
and initially assumed the SB could be isolated
from here. The scene appeared as though the
REC was removing or affixing the escutcheon
panel from one of the SB enclosures when he was
injured.
On further investigation, I realised there was
no isolation available for the enclosure when the
incident occurred. The main switch I observed
was for a sub-switchboard located elsewhere in
the warehouse.
The labelling on the SB was also incorrect and
misleading.

Although he didn’t know it at the time, the
substation/transformer, which was accessible only
by the distribution business (DB), was the single
place that effective isolation could have been
carried out.
The only protection upstream of the SB
enclosure were the fuses on the high voltage side
of the substation transformer.
The REC intended to inspect the SB with
the escutcheon off and hadn’t commenced any
electrical work when the incident occurred.
While it is a serious concern that the SB was
not isolated prior to removal of the escutcheon, it
would be difficult to expect the DB’s involvement
in every step of potential fault-finding (isolating,
re-energising, isolating), due to the poor design of
the SB.
This incident highlighted the following issues:
»» the REC was working alone. Fortunately, a
security guard at a neighbouring property was
able to assist the injured worker
»» no risk assessment had taken place
»» the SB and electrical installation were in
very poor condition and not adequately
maintained. The SB design did not take into
account safe access or maintenance
»» the potential fault current at the SB was very

large as the substation (transformer from HV
to LV) was directly behind the switchboard on
the other side of the wall.
This was an accident waiting to happen and
the REC is lucky to be alive.
When I interviewed him, he expressed his
horror at what had happened and was extremely
relieved that he had not lost his arm in the
incident.
He was concerned about the lack of
maintenance and poor design of the SB, and the
inability to effectively isolate.
Following his close call, the REC has
implemented new procedures to risk assess
where old and poorly maintained installations are
concerned and in future will call the DB to isolate
without hesitation.
Be aware of the potential risks posed by old
and poorly maintained electrical installations.
Always take the time to risk assess and call
the DB if necessary.
Don’t take chances.
If it means work has to be rescheduled so that
you can work safely – so be it.
Your life is worth taking the time to adequately
risk assess to ensure that you approach the job
safely.
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Retailer fined for dodgy goods
By Naveen Kapoor, Compliance Officer
ESV has successfully prosecuted
Melbourne-based retailer Midas Trading
Pty Ltd, trading as Importers Salvage
Centre, for supplying unapproved and
non-compliant electrical equipment and
accessories.
The company’s directors pleaded guilty in the
Sunshine Magistrates’ Court to the offences of
supplying several unapproved and non-compliant
powerboards and other electrical equipment. They
were fined $5000 each and the company was
fined $10,000.
The supplier was also asked to pay ESV the
costs associated with the prosecution.
It is the third time ESV has prosecuted the
company, with previous court actions resulting in
fines for $4000 in 2007 and $20,000 in 2009.
In sentencing, Magistrate Pithouse
considered the early guilty plea by the directors

and highlighted the importance of approval and
compliance of electrical products.
ESV’s Manager of Equipment Safety,
Adam Murdoch, said all suppliers, importers,
manufacturers and retailers of electrical products
neeeded to be aware of their obligations under the
Electricity Safety Act 1998.
“Suppliers need to ensure that electrical
equipment that is classified as prescribed
electrical equipment is approved before being
supplied or offered for supply,” Mr Murdoch said.
“All electrical equipment is required to comply
with their relevant electrical safety standard. They
also can’t rely on their overseas manufacturer to
take responsibility for their products.
“An unsafe product failure could put the
Australian supplier at risk of an expensive product
recall and/or further enforcement actions.”
Mr Murdoch said ESV wanted to reiterate the
importance of good compliance management and
advises companies, suppliers and retailers to be

vigilant when obtaining the appropriate technical
documentation from their local or overseas
supplier.
“Suppliers who do not understand potential
risks with their products or do not have in-house
inspection and testing capability may engage the
services of a third-party consultancy service that
has expertise in electrical equipment safety and
understand your products,” he said.
“This may include inspecting and testing
the products at a regular interval to ensure
that equipment is the same as approved and
continues to comply with the safety requirements
for its class.”
Mr Murdoch said consumers were
encouraged to verify compliance of the products
before purchasing by using the public search
function at www.erac.gov.au.
Further information on safety requirements for
electrical equipment can be obtained by visiting
www.esv.vic.gov.au or www.erac.gov.au.

Restricted
electrical
workers must
use COES
By Neil Fraser, ESV Deputy Director
The Electricity Safety Act and
Regulations require any electrical work
to have a Certificate of Electrical Safety
(COES) completed whenever electrical
Installation work is performed.
This means that a Restricted
Electrical Worker’s Licence (REL) holder,
often referred to as D Licence, must
purchase and complete a COES every
time a piece of electrical equipment is
reconnected to supply.
You can refer to section 44 of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 for further
information.
When it comes time to renew
their licence, all REL holders must
demonstrate that the electrical
installation work they perform is still
ancillary to their primary work function,
and that the need to perform electrical
installation work is frequent enough and
will remain so in the future.
The only way to demonstrate this
ongoing need to perform electrical
installation work, and that the frequency
of this work justifies the renewal of a
REL, is COES usage.
No COES usage indicates to ESV
that no electrical installation work has
been performed and therefore the REL
will not be renewed.

State-of-the-art: Environment Minister Greg Hunt gets a tour of the new test chambers from VIPAC
Chairman Wendy Smith.

Minister opens new test centre
By Michael Grubert, Compliance Officer
Energy Efficiency
The Federal Minister for Industry, Innovation
& Science, the Hon Greg Hunt, officially
opened Vipac Engineers & Scientists’ new
Refrigeration Test Chambers during a tour
of their Port Melbourne laboratories in
December.
Refrigeration manufacturers from around
the world will use these chambers to ensure
their products meet Australian and International
Standards.
Unlike other household appliances,
refrigerators operate 24-hours-a-day making
safety and energy efficiency critical to reduce our
carbon footprint and household bills.
Technology has advanced so rapidly that a
refrigerator considered energy efficient 10 years
ago, may no longer be.

Vipac’s Chairman, Wendy Smith, said
“Manufacturers use the chambers to test
newly proposed models before they go into full
production to ensure standards are met in safety,
energy use, performance and volume. Vipac also
conducts random refrigerator tests direct from
retailers to compare performance against energy
labelling to give consumers greater confidence in
what they’re buying.”
Features include two side-by-side chambers
with six bays each to enable 12 refrigerators to be
tested at any time, high-end instrumentation such
as energy meters and data loggers, stabilised
voltage system to allow independent control
of each bay, and state-of-the-art chilled water
cooling and airflow supply system design to
ensure a temperature-controlled environment.
“This new chamber will offer fast and
professional turnaround, within an average of only
three to four weeks,” said Ms Smith.
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Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are the
answers together with references to the
Acts, Standards, Regulations
and Clauses that apply to them.

Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

When replacing a switchboard (such
as a panel and frame or a Federal
enclosure with semi-rewireable fuses)
with a circuit breaker switchboard, in
an installation where the main earthing
conductor is connected to the general
mass of earth via a conductive water
pipe, do I need to upgrade the earthing
system, including the installation of an
earth electrode?

The existing earthing system can remain if:
a) The connection of the main earthing conductor to the
conductive water pipe is accessible for inspection and testing;
b) The continuity of the main earthing conductor from the main
switchboard to the connection at the electrode or conductive water
pipe proves to be less than 2 Ohms and
c) The metallic conductive water pipe remains in contact with the
general mass of earth (the underground section).

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 1.9

A new earthing system must be installed when:
a) The connection of the earthing conductor is not accessible
b) The main earth is damaged
c) The continuity between the electrode or conductive water pipe
and main switchboard proves more than 2ohms or
d) The metallic conductive water pipe is no longer in contact with
the general mass of earth.

Where the main earthing conductor
is connected directly to a conductive
water system, but the connection is
not visible, is a test between the main
earth conductor at the switchboard
and the water pipe at any point a
valid way of proving the main earth
connection?

No. It would not prove the connection as there may be alternate
paths, such as a conductor connected between the main earth
conductor and a water heater.
The minimum test requirement is a continuity test of the main earth
conductor performed between the main earth bar or main earth
conductor at the main switchboard to the main earth conductor that
is disconnected from the water pipe at the location where the main
earth conductor connects to the water pipe.
Upon reconnection of the main earth conductor to the water pipe, a
continuity test between the water pipe and the conductor should be
performed to ensure the reconnection is effective.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 8.3.5

I have been advised that all swimming
pools that have a conductive structure
are required to be provided with a
bonding conductor connection point.
That includes if there are no exposed
conductive parts of any electrical
equipment in the classified pool zones,
and all exposed conductive parts of
electrical equipment in contact with
the pool water, including the water in
the circulation or filtering system, are
separated by double insulation.
Is this correct?

Yes. Where the pool or spa structure is conductive, all extraneous
conductive parts, including the reinforcing metal of the pool shell or
deck, shall be connected to an equipotential bonding connection
point.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 5.6.2.6

The equipotential bonding connection point shall be:
a) located in a position that will be accessible with space for
connections to be made after pool construction (for example, a pit
located adjacent to the pool equipment)
b) identified by marking of the location on the switchboard at which
the circuits supplying the pool or spa originate, or other permanent
location
c) of suitable design and construction in accordance with Clause
3.7 of AS/NZS 3000:2007
d) protected against mechanical damage in accordance with
Clause 5.5.5.2 of AS/NZS 3000:2007 and
e) protected against corrosion in accordance with Clause 5.5.5.3
of AS/NZS 3000:2007.
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Gas
news

Technical guidance
bulletins updated
ESV has recently updated a
number of technical guidance
bulletins. ESV gas engineer
Tyler Mason reports on the
changes.
ESV has updated five technical guidance
bulletins on behalf of the Gas Technical
Regulators Committee (GTRC).
New or changed gas appliance requirements
are described for area heaters, fire pits, portable
unflued water heaters, butane cookers and
domestic cooking appliances.
Detailing the changes
»» Technical Guidance Bulletin 6
Area heaters and Table Top Heaters has
been revised to address comments related
to the terminology used for the description
of appliances types. A note has also been
added explaining NSW Fair Trading’s position
on these appliances.
»» Technical Guidance Bulletin 8
Fire pits has been heavily revised following
consideration and feedback from the industry
and standards committees.
»» Technical Guidance Bulletin 9
Portable unflued water heaters has been
published. This document lays out new
construction and performance requirements
for portable water heaters to prevent
their mounting onto buildings or incorrect
installation to fixed piping systems.
»» Technical Guidance Bulletin 10
Portable butane cookers is the culmination
of a great deal of work into these appliances
undertaken by the regulatory authorities. Not
that long ago these products were withdrawn
from shelves due to unreliable safety cut-outs

Gas installations
in bushfireprone areas
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager Type A Gas
Appliance and Component Safety and
AG006 Chairman
AS3959 – Construction of building in
bushfire-prone areas is currently being
revised by Standards Australia’s FP20
committee and it is anticipated that a draft

and a number of incidents across Australia.
This new bulletin lays out new safety features
that will ensure a greater level of safety in
these appliances in the future.
»» Technical Guidance Bulletin 11
Transitional requirements for the
implementation of flame failure on
domestic cookers contains the transitional
arrangements for the inclusion of a flame
safeguard on all domestic cooking appliances
manufactured under an Australian certification
after 1 July 2017. Some confusion existed out
in the industry and amongst the certification
bodies as to whether the 1 July date meant
that old stock could no longer be sold.
Process for approving changes
As the technical regulator responsible for
overseeing the safe use of gas in Victoria, ESV
provides significant input into Standards Australia
committees as well as input into the GTRC.
The GTRC is a forum for Gas Technical and
Safety Regulatory Authorities across Australia and
New Zealand to collaborate on improvements to
gas safety, measurement, quality outcomes and
driving change.
Driving changes to Standards can be a
long and laborious process, so when changes
are required quickly the GTRC is able to publish
bulletins detailing these desired changes.
These bulletins are then referred to the
relevant Standards Australia committee for
inclusion in the Standard. As a part of the
Standards Australia process, changes to
standards still requires consultation and
consensus from all relevant stakeholders on those
committees.
Across all jurisdictions in Australia, all gas
appliances are required to be certified by one of
the five recognised certification bodies (AGA, SAI
Global, IAPMO, Global-Mark and Vipac), who
are all expected to implement these
bulletins.

for public comment will be available in the
first half of this year.
In my capacity as Chair of the AG006
Committee, I have raised a number of
gas installation issues for the FP20
Committee to consider in the revision
of AS3959 that will also impact on
requirements in the gas installation
standard AS/NZS5601.1.
These include:
»» exposed above-ground multilayered
composite pipe external to buildings
»» gas appliance flues and flues of heating
and cooking devices with closed
combustion chambers are currently

Celebrating
World Plumbing
Day
ESV staff helped mark World Plumbing
Day by taking part in activities at the
Plumbing Industry Climate Action Centre
on 10 March.
The aim of the international day is to
promote the vital role plumbing plays in
societal health and wellbeing.
More than 1.1 billion people around the
world lack access to a safe, clean water
supply and 2.6 billion do not enjoy the use of
effective sanitation systems.
Gas inspectors Laurie Devitt and Simon
Prouse (pictured above) and Doug Rennie
(below) were among the ESV staff who
manned an information stand to promote
ESV’s role in gasfitting in Victoria, including
the launch of our new online gas application
system – GasTrac.

exempt from requiring ember guards
to be fitted for Bush Attack Levels
(BAL) 12.5, 19 and 29. However AS3959
is currently silent on this matter for
BAL40 and BAL FZ areas
»» whether the installation of proprietary
(PVC) flues for high-efficiency
appliances is permitted in bushfireprone areas.
I will continue to liaise with the FP20
Committee on these matters and will
keep stakeholders informed of
the outcome through information on
our website, email alerts and this
magazine.
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Have a say on regulatory changes
By Jason Treseder, Gas Engineer
A number of regulations administered by
ESV are about to sunset and be reviewed to
determine if changes are appropriate.
As part of this process, ESV will be seeking
feedback from stakeholders.
ESV is currently reviewing the Gas Safety
(Gas Quality) Regulations 2007 and the Gas Safety
(Installation) Regulations 2008.
A Regulatory Impact Statement for proposed
new regulations is expected to be available in May
or June 2017.
Other gas regulations that will sunset in the
near future and will undergo review are the Gas
Safety (Safety Case) Regulations 2008.
Notification will be provided to stakeholders
and information will be published closer to the
public consultation phase.
ESV administers three primary Acts that are
associated with the gas, electrical and pipeline
safety areas that contain obligations for a range
of relevant stakeholders with the objective of
providing safety. These Acts refer to legislation
passed by Parliament, such as the Gas Safety Act
1997. Once passed into law, obligations in Acts
are permanent and will continue to apply until the

Act is amended or repealed by Parliament.
Each Act is also supported by subordinate
regulations.
Regulations made under an Act provide
further details on the aspects of the Act and
generally support its operation.
Unlike Acts, regulations are not permanent
and have a clearly defined lifespan. They are
maintained and amended throughout their entirity
as required, to ensure relevance and issues or
problems are addressed.
As part of the sunsetting process, a decision
needs to be made as to whether the regulations
should be allowed to expire or be replaced with
new ones.
The sunsetting process involves a
comprehensive review to consider:
»» whether the original problem still exists
and a whether a regulatory response is still
appropriate
»» the effectiveness of the current regulatory
regime and opportunities for improvement
»» what alternative options exist including those
that reduce regulatory burden
»» the costs and benefits of various regulatory
options, including an unregulated case
»» the recommended path forward.

The outcome of this review process is
documented in a Regulatory Impact Statement
(RIS), which describes in detail the different
regulatory options.
The public consultation process is a critical
part of the process and involves obtaining
feedback on the draft regulations and RIS from all
interested stakeholders.
This is the primary opportunity for all
stakeholders to provide feedback on all aspects
of the regulatory options considered, the analysis
conducted, and the costs and benefits of the
different options. This can include support or
disagreement with any aspect of the document.
At the end of the consultation phase all
stakeholder input is considered and, where
appropriate, incorporated into the final
version.
The finalised regulations are approved
by the Minister before being submitted to the
Governor-in-Council for making. Notice of the
making of regulations is published in the Victorian
Government Gazette.
Further details of the development of
regulations and legislation is available on the
OCBR website at http://www.betterregulation.vic.
gov.au/Guidance-and-Resources
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Gas
Q&A

		Your gas
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of Energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s Gas
Technical Helpline, 1800 652 563.

Note The technical regulator may require notification before work commences and confirmation that completed work is in accordance with
this Standard (AS 5601: 2013) and any other relevant requirements.
MULTILAYER-COMPOSITE PIPE
Question

Answer

Clause

What are the prohibited
locations for consumer piping?

Consumer piping shall not be installed in any of these locations:

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

5.3.1 Prohibited locations

Attached to a fence
In a lift well
In a clothes chute or rubbish chute
In a fire hydrant cabinet or fire hose reel cabinet
In a fire-isolated stairway, passageway or ramp, exit-way or safe path
In a fire control room

Local building regulatory authorities may have additional restrictions for the location of
consumer piping. More information can be found in Clause 5.3 Location of consumer
piping, AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
Can consumer piping be
used to support an electrical
conductor?

No. Consumer piping shall not be used to support an electrical conductor.

Can consumer piping be a part
of an earth for the electrical
system?

No. Consumer piping must not be used as a component of an earthing system of
any electrical installation or works. Metallic pipework needs to be segregated from
electrical and other services, and from the earth system or, where that is not possible,
electrically bonded to control touch potentials to safe levels.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

What are the criteria for the
ventilation of concealed piping?

When installing piping in wooden joists, holes and notches shall be avoided wherever
possible. Where consumer piping is laid across floor joists and cannot simply be
attached to the bottom edge of the joist, it shall be located in notches or circular holes
of the minimum practicable size, and the following shall apply:

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
5.3.5 Piping not to support
an electrical conductor

5.1.2 Prohibition of earthing
through consumer piping

5.3.12 Ventilation of
concealed piping

Unless specified in the manufacturer’s instructions for the joist, holes shall be:
i. within the middle third of the depth of the joist
ii. of a diameter not exceeding 20 per cent of the joist depth or
32mm, whichever is the lesser
iii. not more than three times the depth of the joist from a joist support.
b) Notches shall be
i. in the bottom edge of the joist
ii. of a depth not exceeding 20 per cent of the joist depth or
32mm, whichever is the lesser
iii. located no further than 450mm from a joist support.
Holes or notches shall not be made in cantilevered joists or joists in ceiling or roof
spaces except with the approval of a design engineer.
How should the bedding and
support of pipe in the ground be
prepared?

Consumer piping in the ground shall be bedded on a firm compacted surface along
its entire length.
Note: To satisfy this requirement, it may be necessary to trim the trench to let in the
fittings, collars or flanges to ensure the piping is evenly supported.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
5.4.2 Bedding and support
of pipe in the ground
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Prosecutions and infringements
ESV has recently taken
legal proceedings against
the following individuals and
companies, and issued the
listed infringement notices.
Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) has successfully
prosecuted a Portland man for doing
unlicensed electrical work.
Vinko Jablonski of King St, Portland, pleaded
guilty to three charges under Sections 38, 43(1)
and 43(1A) of the Electricity Safety Act in the
Melbourne Magistrates’ Court on 14 March.
The Court heard that Mr Jablonski undertook
to build an extension, including doing all the
electrical work, at a home in Heywood in
December 2015.
John Murphy, for ESV, told the Court that Mr
Jablonski carried out the building and electrical
works even though he wasn’t a licensed electrician
or registered builder.
“The accused installed electric light fittings
and electrical cable in a manner that was unsafe,”
Mr Murphy said. “The light fittings were left with
exposed conductors, which posed a risk of
electric shock to anyone handling the fittings.
“Further, he twisted bare conductors together
instead of using a jointing fitting and he did not
install the conductor into the neutral bar of the
switchboard. The consequence of that is that the
circuit was not connected to the protective earth
nor the dwelling’s safety switch.”
The Court heard Mr Jablonski held a
Supervised Worker’s Electrical Licence in Victoria
prior to 2002, but it had not been renewed.
Deputy Chief Magistrate Jelena Popovic found
the three charges proven and fined Mr Jablonski
$1000 without conviction.
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Offence
code

Offence

85
Penalty

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$3792

LEW

6227

Fail to disconnect equipment from supply

$400

OTHER

6380

Fails to obtain inspection certificate

$3033

OTHER

6380

Fails to obtain inspection certificate

$3033

LEW

6227

Fail to disconnect equipment from supply

$607

LEW

6219

Non-complying installation work

$500

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$3792

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$3887

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$777

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$152

LEW

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$607

LEW

6237

Certificate does not describe work

$777

LEW

1504

Fails to notify defects

$303

LEI

1504

Fails to notify defects

$303

OTHER

1529

Vehicle or Vessel too close to lines

$311

REC

6376

Employ unlicensed contractor/person

$3792

LEW

6299

Fails to give electronic notice in time

$311

LEW

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$607

LEI

1504

Fails to notify defects

$311

LEW

6243

Fails to lodge copy of certificate with office

$152

REC

6299

Fails to give electronic notice in time

$311

The Court heard the Glenelg Shire has
ordered the demolition of the extension.
Other prosecution news
»» Jamie Maddison, of Echuca, LEIW, was
convicted in the Echuca Magistrates’ Court of
carrying out electrical contracting work when
not registered, and failing to have prescribed
electrical installation work inspected. He was

»»

convicted and fined $2500, and ordered to pay
$1000 in costs.
David Muller, of Jackass Flat, appeared in
Castlemaine Magistrates’ Court charged with
carrying out electrical installation work when
unlicensed and installing unsafe electrical
equipment. He was given an undertaking to be
of good behaviour for one year, and ordered to
pay $750 in costs.
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DON’T DIE TRYING TO BE AN ELECTRICIAN
IT TAKES FOUR YEARS TO BECOME A FULLY QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN. IT TAKES JUST ONE SECOND FOR A FARMER TO BE
ELECTROCUTED. DON’T IGNORE MINOR SHOCKS OR TINGLES. NO MATTER THE URGENCY, ALWAYS CALL A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.

For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700.

